R098-ai-Survey Individual Leadership

standard hours grant: 6

Your Name/phone # _______________________________________________________________________
Survey answered =mentor’s name/phone #__________________________________________________________________________________________________
name code letters =1st 3 last name + 1st 2 first name +middle initial Your name code_________________________; mentor’s name code_______________________

After you have studied R098 Resource, answer this

survey

.

Here are statements that may or may not apply to you. There is no right or wrong response to any statement. The
purpose of this brief survey is simply to see how much agreement there may be about the statement. Is it a fair
statement? Does it reflect your knowledge and experience? Is it generally true or characteristic? There are five
degrees of agreement or disagreement that you can give to each of the statements as follows:
SA = strongly agree
A = Agree
? = no opinion
D = disagree
SD = strongly disagree
To the left of each statement circle the reply that best reflects your response to the statement.

SA A ? D SD 1. I have read and reviewed R098 Resource.
SA A ? D SD 2. I create sense of community by living primary values as habits that satisfy innate
needs.
SA A ? D SD 3. I seek to live primary values as habits that satisfy innate needs in domains where
I am a leader, called a Smart® domain.
SA A ? D SD 4. I choose to offer my domain as a Smart® domain in my family.
SA A ? D SD 5. I choose to offer my domain as a Smart® domain in my volunteer work.
SA A ? D SD 6. I choose to offer my domain as a Smart® domain in my workplace.
SA A ? D SD 7. It is faithfulness of carrying out to perfection even the smallest things of doing
everything with love, which makes the entry point of a leader’s Smart® domain sustainable for
community building.
SA A ? D SD 8. We have a free will choice of how we wish to live our life.
SA A ? D SD 9. For increased motivation and well being, I seek to satisfy innate needs of
relatedness, competence, and autonomy.
SA A ? D SD 10. To the extent that I am able, I seek to allow all within my Smart® domain in
my workplace to satisfy their innate needs.
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When you have answered the survey,
print out the survey with your
answers, enter your and mentor’s
name/phone and name codes; print
out the certificate.
Any Loquate small group member may be asked to be a mentor for any requesting volunteer. All certification is
on the honor system. This means self scoring is available. Go back and reread to overcome any questions you
got wrong. Send in your best score upon review with your mentor.
For grant eligibility, submit once per month all printed answer keys (must contain both your and mentor’s clearly
written name codes); and proof of attendance. The documentation proving employee attendance as a volunteer
in a small group meeting must have the name of a 3rd party, or scribe, authenticating the date of the volunteer
meeting and the hours attended. For example, a printed photo of a scribe feedback sheet in a Loquate small group
meeting or other volunteer meeting showing a 3rd party authenticating the date of the meeting and the hours
attended.

Any community where you have freedom
to live your deepest beliefs in harmony
with all, is a best place to live/work.
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Leadership Survey
Certificate of Training
Presented to
(Your Name)

Smart® Group Program
Authenticated by Loquate a 501 C 3 Charitable Organization
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